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We ask that you please fill out the tank evaluation worksheet below and take photos 
of the damaged tank in order to properly provide an initial evaluation. This will help us 
determine the proper recommendations or course of action to support our customers.   

General Information 
Name:  Date:  
Company:  Phone:  
Title:  E-mail:  

Tank Information 
Tank Model:  Item #:  
Serial Number:  Tank Type:  

Tank Evaluation 
Please briefly describe the issue: 
 

Please select the cause of the issue:  
How did this issue occur:  
1. Is there any visable outside dents or scratches on the tank to include top/bottom?      Yes      No 
2. Are there any visable cracks or scratches on the inside of the neck?      Yes      No 
3. If tank is a vapor shipper, was the tank shipped in an MVE Protective Shipping 
Container (PPSC) 

     Yes      No 

If there is a vacuum issue; please fill out the following: 
NER (Normal Evaporation Rate) Test 
1. Fill unit to bottom of neck tube with LN2. Refill after two hours so unit can reach equilibrium. 
2. Wait 24 hours. This is a stabilization period to allow the LN2 to reach a constant boil-off. 
3. Weigh unit in pounds with cork/cover on, but no rack or canister inside. 
4. Record weight and time (1st Recorded Weight). 
5. Allow unit to sit undisturbed for a minimum of 24 hours. 
6. Weigh unit in pounds with cork/cover on, but no rack or canister inside. 
7. Record weight and time (2nd Recorded Weight). 
 
1st Weight:  Date/Time  
2nd Weight:  Date/Time  
Please help us visually evaluate with either photos or a video of the tank/packaging. If a video is easier that is 
certainly accpetable especially to highlight damage or symptoms if present. 

Either use the media upload option to the right or attached them to the e-mail.  
Note: Multiple media types can be uploaded using the media upload option.  

Tank Evaluation Form 
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Additional Notes 

 

Sign:  

IF TANK DAMANGE OR VACUUM LOST IS A RESULT OF TRANSPORT 
DAMAGE AND NOT SHIPPED FROM AN MVE FREIGHT ACCOUNT. 
PLEASE FIRST MAKE A CLAIM WITH YOUR FREIGHT COMPANY 
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